MAJOR

MINIMUM 33 CREDITS

all completed with "C-" or better, including:

☐ one Skills
☐ at least one Linguistics
☐ at least two Culture/Literature

☐ at least two courses at 400 level
☐ at least 24 credits at 300 level or above

(AP/I.B. count toward this)

And, for those entering Butler Fall 2018 forward:

☐ at least 18 credits from SP 325–499

SKILLS

300 Level — non-sequential

☐ 300 Grammar in Context
☐ 305 Spanish for Oral Communication (SAC)
☐ 315 Spanish for Business
☐ 320 Service Learning in Spanish (WAC**, ICR)

**after achieving junior status

☐ 401/2/3 Internships in Spanish

LINGUISTICS

300 Level — non-sequential

☐ 325 Intro to Hispanic Linguistics*
☐ 375 Spanish Pronunciation
☐ 380 Structure of Spanish
☐ 385 Intro to Varieties of Spanish

400 Level — non-sequential

☐ 405 Spanish Sociolinguistics
☐ 415 Spanish in the U.S.A.
☐ 425 Phonetics of Spanish Language
☐ 435 Spanish Dialectology
☐ 445 Topics in Hispanic Linguistics*
☐ 455 Spanish Second Language Acquisition
☐ 465 Bilingualism in Hispanic World
☐ 485 History of the Spanish Language

CULTURE/LITERATURE

300 Level — non-sequential

☐ 330 Themes in Hispanic Studies*
☐ 335 Spain: Middle Ages to 1700
☐ 340 Spain: 1700 to Present
☐ 345 Analysis of Literary Genres
☐ 350 Spanish-American Culture

Mexico, Central America, Caribbean
☐ 355 Spanish-American Culture

Southern Cone, Andean Countries
☐ 360 Hispanic Film
☐ 365 Hispanic Short Story
☐ 370 Contemporary Hispanic Societies*

400 Level — non-sequential

☐ 420 Golden Age of Spain*
☐ 430 18th- & 19th-Century Spain*
☐ 440 Contemporary Spanish Studies*
☐ 450 Spanish-American Studies*
☐ 460 20th-Century Spanish-American Studies*
☐ 470 Hispanic Culture in the U.S.*
☐ 490 Spanish Seminar*

MORE

☐ 410 Communication Skills in Spanish*
☐ 499 Honors Thesis
☐ PL 300 Seminar* (in English)
☐ PL 499 Senior Keystone
☐ RX 48- Medical Spanish Courses (see page 2)

* repeatable with different topics

MINOR

MINIMUM 21 CREDITS

all completed with "C-" or better, including:

☐ at least one Culture/Literature or Linguistics (SP 325–499)

☐ at least 12 credits at 300 level or above

(AP/I.B. count toward this)

FULFILLING CORE

☐ SP 305 – Speaking Across Curriculum
☐ SP 320 – Indianapolis Community Req.
☐ SP 320 – Writing Across Curriculum if junior status already achieved
☐ RX 483 – Indianapolis Community Req.

☐ any three Culture/Literature courses exempt you from Text & Ideas req.
☐ nine hours abroad exempt you from one Global & Historical Studies course
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